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Abstract 

Aiming at solving the problem of the spectrum sensing data falsification attack in 

cognitive radio networks, a novel spectrum sensing scheme with malicious users that 

reports the presence of primary user with certain probability, in which Stackelberg game 

is adopted to improve the sensing performance. Considered as leaders, users with 

acceptable reliability will share their sensing observations with the ones experiencing 

malicious and fading channel conditions. According to the reliability difference between 

the malicious users and other users, the proposed scheme can indentify malicious users 

easily. The performance of the Stackelberg game scheme is investigated and compared 

with schemes which don’t employ Stackelberg game. It proves the benefits of the proposed 

scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

With the ever-increasing demand on high date rate communications and wider 

bandwidth, the frequency spectrum becomes more and more scarce. Cognitive Radio 

(CR) [1] technology proposed by Mitola has been considered as a potential technology to 

improve spectrum utilization by sharing the dynamic spectrum band. Spectrum sensing 

has been considered as the key element of CR. Through sensing spectrum of the primary 

user’s, secondary user (SU) can utilize the spectrum when it is idle without interfering in 

the transmissions of licensed user, also known as primary user (PU).  

Several detection algorithms [2] are proposed to sense the PU signal such as energy 

detection [3], matched filter detection [2], and cyclostationary detection [2]. Nevertheless, 

these detection algorithms are susceptible to the impact of hidden terminal due to the path 

loss, receiver uncertainty and shadowing. This problem brings up collaboration spectrum 

sensing (CSS) [4-7] studied extensively which is a very effective detection scheme and 

can greatly improve detection performance at a certain cost.  

But these schemes assume that all SUs are honest and all cognitive users’ local sensing 

results are treated equally. When a malicious user (MU) appears in the cognitive radio 

network (CRN), it may counterfeit the local sensing information [8] and send false 

sensing results to the central fusion center (FC), which will damage the spectrum sensing 

performance greatly. This phenomenon is called spectrum sensing data falsification 

(SSDF) attack [8]. SSDF attack can result in serious problems because false sensing result 

may reduce the detection performance of CSS [9] while many schemes are vulnerable to 

MUs. For the reason that MUs are adaptive, unpredictable, simple prevention is not 

enough and robust and MU detection schemes are required. In relevant literatures [9]-

[13], there are various schemes proposed to identify MUs. For example, pre-filtering of 

sensing results with MU detection is developed in [9]. MU’s observations are sensing 
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results which different from the rest of the results. In [10] the proposed MU detection 

algorithm calculates the trust and consistency values of SUs based on their past reports. If 

the consistency value and the trust value fall below certain thresholds, the SU is 

characterized as an outlier and its reports are not considered for the final decision. 

However, only one MU has been considered and needs some PU’s relevant prior 

knowledge in this paper. The authors in [11] use a reputation metric to detect and isolate 

MUs from legitimate SUs. Through the computation of this metric, the output of each SU 

is compared with the decision made by the FC. If the reputation metric of a user exceeds a 

predefined threshold, its decisions are isolated and thus not used by the FC. But in this 

work, the reputation metric of a user depends solely on the difference between the 

observations this user reports and the decision finally made by FC, which is very 

complicated to implement and has bad robustness. The MU detection scheme proposed in 

[12], which is based on Anderson-Darling (AD) statistics, tests whether the empirical 

distribution of each SU fits the expected distribution of a MU. Moreover, the detected 

MUs are cutting off from the sensing data combined with the rest at the FC and the 

authors assume that the MU is ‘always yes’ user in this context. 

With the schemes for detecting MUs attack being mature, more hidden problems 

destructive to CR system is produced by MUs. For example, MU would send the message 

that there is primary signal present with a certain probability, which is called probability 

malicious user (‘PMU’) in this paper that will be discussed in detail in Section 2.1 of this 

paper. ‘PMU’ is difficult to be identified. To address this problem, a Stackelerg game [14] 

is developed for spectrum sensing scheme with malicious users which works as follows: 

Based on reliability of SU, a SU is considered as a MU (‘always yes’ user, ‘always no’ 

user or ‘PMU’) or a non-malicious user. A SU can be considered as a leader or a follower 

while a MU must be considered as a follower. Because of the good PU signal reception, 

leading SUs have higher reliability and they can broadcast their sensing observations to 

other SUs. On the other hand, following SUs only look for announced sensing results 

broadcasted by leading SUs to discover whether a primary signal is present. The 

contributions of the proposed scheme can be summarized as follows: 

1) ‘PMU’ is identified utilizing the proposed scheme, which has not been studied 

temporarily in the previous literatures. This is an intelligent attacker which is 

hidden and difficult to be identified.  

2) Based on the reliability of SU, FC determines each SU as a leader or a follower by 

adopting Stackelberg game theory to enhance the sensing performance of the CRN. 

Stackelberg game theory is usually applied in spectrum and power allocation in 

CRN but it is seldom used in spectrum sensing. 

3) The proposed algorithm has low implementation complexity and good robustness, 

for the reason that we compute the reliability of SUs based on their own reporting 

energy and signal to noise ratios (SNR) in the proposed scheme. 

4) The identified MUs aren’t removed from the cooperative sensing process but 

follow the leading SU's movement, thus improve the sensing performance of the 

CSS in this paper. 

 

Game theory is a mathematical tool which analyzes the strategic interaction among 

multiple decision makers. In recent years, the application of game theory in CRN has 

obtained great attention from resource allocation, power control, routing and 

communications. Literature [14] gives an overall summary of the application of game 

theory in CR system. Stackelberg game is a strategic game considering two types of 

players: leaders and followers. Always the leader moves first and the follower moves 

sequentially. Knowing of the leader’s move, the follower can make a move to optimize its 
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own objective function. For example, this game is applied in literature [15] for the goal of 

power allocation in CRN. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II represents the system model 

while Section III represents the proposed Stackelberg game scheme with malicious users. 

Then the simulation results and conclusions are given in Section IV and V respectively.  

 

2. System Model and Formulation 

Consider that a CRN consists of one primary transmitter and N SUs which are denoted 

bySU , 1...,i i N . Figure 1 illustrates a scenario where SU3 is a MU and SU6 is sheltered 

from some obstacle in PU-SU6 path. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a signaling 

channel among SUs so that they can communicate with each other.  

 

Primary BS

PU

SU1

SU2

SU3   - MU

SU4

SU5

SU6

 

Figure 1. System Model of Proposed Spectrum Sensing Scheme with Mus 

Assume all the SUs are using energy detector with the same parameters in this paper. 

The detection problem for local sensing at SUs can be stated in terms of a binary 

hypothesis test, with the hypothesis 0H indentifying the absence of the PU signal, and 

alternative hypothesis 1H  denoting that PU is active, as 
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                                       (1) 

Here iy  represents received signal at SU with  s t  being the primary signal,  in t being 

the additive white Gaussian noise while  ih t represents the fading coefficient. 

   20, ss t N  ,    20,i nn t N  . 

In energy detection, Y is compared with the threshold   to make a decision out of two 

hypotheses: 0 1,H H . If Y is equal to or greater than , the PU is identified to be present, 

otherwise absent.  
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The output of the integratorY received by a single SU is 
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Here ix  is the i th  sample of received signal at SU from PU, and TW is the time-

bandwidth product. When 125TW  , Y can be approximated as a Gaussian random 

variable under both hypotheses 0H and 1H , with mean 0 1,  and variance 0 1,   

respectively [11].  
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Here    is the signal to noise ratio of the PU transmitting signal at the SU. 

If the PU is active and the sensing result is 1H , this scenario is known as perfect 

detection, and the corresponding probability is referred to the probability of detection, 

which is denoted by dP . If the PU is inactive and the sensing result is 1H , this scenario is 

known as false alarm, which is denoted by
fP  . When energy detection is used, dP and 

fP  

are given by: 
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2.1. Impact of Malicious Users 

MUs can degrade the performance of spectrum sensing in CRN. The behaviors of MUs 

may be unintentional or intentional however which will significantly affect the detection 

of PU signals. There are three kinds of MUs: ‘always yes’ users, ‘always no’ users and 

‘PMU’. The following are the detail interpretations of the three kinds of MUs. 

1) ‘Always yes’ users always send high energy values regardless of the primary signal 

being present or not, which will increase 
fP  and decrease the throughput of CR 

system.  

2) ‘Always no’ users always send low energy values no matter the primary signal is 

present or absent, which will decrease the dP  and cause interference to the PU 

system.  

3) ‘PMU’ sometimes sends high energy values while sometimes low energy values. 

In other words, it sends the message there being primary signal present with a 

certain probability tP . The intentions of ‘PMU’ are divided into two aspects. On 

one hand, ‘PMU’ may try to disrupt the sensing results of CSS in order to provide 

more spectrum opportunities for themselves and introduce interference to PU 

severely. On the other hand, ‘PMU’ may don’t sense the CR environment but just 

send an intentional results to cope with the FC, in order to save energy 

consumption, thereby selfishly transmitting their own signals on the free channel. 

 

Thus, MUs detection schemes should be efficient in identifying MUs who send the 

false sensing results to the FC and detecting a non-malicious user having a good channel 
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condition. Since the MUs detection schemes cannot judge whether a PU is present or not, 

identifying MUs in sensing spectrum of CR system is very difficult and important. 

 

2.2. Identifying Malicious Users 

dP  and 
fP  of ‘always yes’ users are ‘1’ as the dP  and 

fP  of ‘always no’ users are ‘0’. 

Because the pattern of ‘always yes’ and ‘always no’ users’ parameters is easy to identify 

and these kinds of users do not have to know any spectrum status information, so these 

kinds of attacks are easy to realize. MU detection and the security of the CSS with ‘PMU’ 

have not been studied temporarily. In this section we will give the characteristics of 

‘PMU’ firstly, and then investigate how to differentiate this hidden MU to ensure the 

performance of CSS.  

Assume that ‘PMU’ sends the message that there is primary signal present with a 

certain probability tP  . dP  of ‘PMU’ can be written as: 

 1 1|d tP P H H    (8) 

Here 1tH  denotes ‘PMU’ announcing the presence of primary signal and 1H  represents 

the primary signal being present in actual performance. Since MUs obtain their sensing 

reports based on their own but not the detection of primary signal, there is no relation to 

the presence of primary signal. Hence, equation (8) can be rewritten as: 
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Here  1P H is the priori probability that PU is active. 

Meanwhile, the 
fP can be written as: 

  1 0|f tP P H H   (10) 

MUs’ detection results of the presence of primary signal have no relation to the 

presence of primary signal as dP . Hence, equation (10) can be rewritten as: 
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From what has been discussed above we can know equation (9) and (11) are decided 

by tP  . dP  of MU is equal to 
fP  of MU. 

(.)erfc  is a monotone decreasing function. In order to prove equation (5) is greater than 

equation (6), only the following equation (12) needs to be proved: 
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. So it can be obtained that d fP P for 

non-malicious users in energy detection. 

In this paper, we defined the reliability of each SU R  as follows: 
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From the above mentioned, we can obtain the reliability R of MU is ‘1’ while the non-

malicious user’s reliability R  is greater than 1. Furthermore, the greater R  is the better 

channel condition is.  

In order to categorize SUs into non-malicious users and MUs each SU needs to 

evaluate its reliability R . Table 1 shows the value range of R . An SU with 1R  is 

considered as a MU and also a follower, otherwise as a non-malicious user. If 

 1R    , the SU is considered as a leader. Furthermore, 1R  and 1 R    

identifies SU having a weak channel, so it should be considered as a follower too.  

Table 1. The Value Range of Reliability 

R  R   1 R    1R  1R  
MU or Non-MU Non-MU Non-MU MU Non-MU 

Leader or Follower Leader Follower Follower Follower 

 

3. Stackelberg Spectrum Sensing Scheme with Malicious Users  
 

3.1. Stackelberg Game Formulation 

In this section, Stackelberg game is applied to design spectrum sensing schemes with 

MUs. Since SU is considered either as a leader or a follower based on its reliability, the 

sensing process can be described as a Stackelberg game [14]. Hence, the leaders but not 

the MUs determine the sensing decision regarding the presence or absence of a primary 

signal as the followers take actions by leaders. Therefore, the final decision of network is 

dominated by leaders who are more reliable. Moreover, the leaders can benefit SUs with 

low reliability. As a result dP  of the whole system will increase since it is dominated by 

leaders having acceptable reception of the PU. On the assumption that SUs are sharing 

their sensing observations, the collaborative dP would be the average over the ,d iP per SU 

as follows: 
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k i d ii
d n

k ii
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  (14) 

Where , 0, 1,k i i iH H or H  represents the sensing bit and also the action of the i th SU, 

while n  denotes the number of SUs. From equation (14) we can see only in the case 

, 1,k i iH H  will the detection performance be affected. 

 

3.2. The Proposed Scheme for Sensing Process 

In the proposed algorithm SUs are divided into two types: leaders or followers based 

on the reliability R of the SU and MUs which must be followers. Moreover, this paper 

considers the scene that there is a communication channel among SUs so that the sensing 

reports can be exchanged between the SUs. Then, the spectrum sensing is carried out 

according to the Figure 2. 

Sensing Process: 

Process 1: Each SU employs energy detector to sense local information; 

Process 2: After local spectrum sensing is finished, SUs transmit the local sensing 

results to FC and then FC calculates the reliability of SUs; 

Process 3: A judgment will be made by FC. SU would be considered as a follower if 

1R , else the FC will continue to judge whether 1R . If 1R , the SU should be 

considered as a malicious user, otherwise R will be compared with . If R  , the SU is 

considered as a leading SU, else as a follower.  
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Process 4: If a SU is considered as a leader, it will broadcast its sensing results to the 

SUs. 

Process 5: If a SU is a MU, it should be considered as a follower but not a leading SU. 

Process 6: If a SU is a follower, it requires searching the leaders’ sensing observations. 

If anything found, the follower stops the search and takes the found leader’s decision as 

its decision and the SU catch the sensing results of leaders based on nearly receiving 

principle. 

Process 7: Make judgment whether the Stackelberg game reaches equilibrium. If does 

the process is end, otherwise go on with process 6. The Stackelberg game reaching 

equilibrium means that each follower should be paired with only one leader while each 

leader can have more than one follower.  

 

Calculate R

R=1 Malicious user

( 1)R   

Leader

Follower

Broadcast the 

sensing results

Continue  monitoring 

the leaders’sensing 

results

1R  Follower
Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Stackelberg game 

reaches equilibrium
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sensing results

If find the leaders’ 

sensing results

Follow the 

leader’s movement

Y

Y

N

N

Local 

sensing

End

 

Figure 2. Flow Chart of Stackelberg Game Spectrum Sensing Scheme with 
Malicious User 

We take Figure1 as an example to explain the process of the propose scheme. Figure 1 

illustrates a scenario where SU3 is a MU and SU6 is shadowed over PU-SU6 path, so SU3 

and SU6 should be seen as a follower while the other SUs as leaders. In this case, SU1 SU2 

SU4 SU5 will broadcast their sensing observations but SU3 and SU6 will do nothing but 

look for the observations of others. Then SU3 will probably catch the sensing observations 

sent by SU4 while SU6 will probably catch the sensing results sent by SU5 based on 

nearby receiving principle. Therefore, SU3 and SU6 will have a good reception of the PU 

signal although they are in malicious and weak channel condition. 

 

4. Simulation Results 

In simulation, it is presumed that there are N SUs placed around a PU randomly with 

the parameters being set as follows: 0.001T  , 5 10 4W   , 3  . 100000 Monte 
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Carlo experiments are implemented in the simulation at different SNR levels between 

-28 dB  and -4 dB . 

Figure 3 shows the value range of R under different SNR. Here, parameter   is set to 

be 3 and the average SNR for leading SUs can be acquired as -11.7 dB . 
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Figure 3. The Value Range of R Under Different SNR 

13 cases are simulated in this paper. Case 1 is for the proposed scheme adopting 

Stackelberg game. Cases 2-13 don’t adopt Stackelberg game. In cases 2-5, N  is set to be 

5 with only one MU ( 10.0 dBSNR   ). Case 2 is for the MU being and ‘always no’ user. 

Case 3 is for the MU being an ‘always yes’ user. Case 4 and 5 are for the MU being a 

‘PUM’ with 0.8tP   and 0.2tP   respectively. In case 6-9 N  is set to be 6 and there is a 

MU and a weak user. Case 6 is for the MU being an ‘always no’ user. Case 7 is for the 

MU being an ‘always yes’ user. Case 8 and 9 are for the MU being a ‘PUM’ with 

0.8tP   and 0.2tP   respectively. In case 10 there is only one ‘PMU’ while in case 11 

there are two ‘PMUs’ and case 12 is for three ‘PMUs’. In case 13 there is only one weak 

user (SNR=-15 dB ) suffering from deep shadowing. 
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Figure 4. Relationship of dP  and SNR when there is Only One Malicious 

User 

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship of detection probability Pd and the average SNR for 

cases 1-5. In this case, N is set to be 5 with one MU being a follower and the remaining 

four being leaders. From Figure 4, it’s seen that the detection performance of Stackelberg 

scheme is between ‘always yes’ and 0.8tP  . This is because when the SNR>-11.7 dB, 

dP of the SU is greater than 0.8. It is obvious in the simulation result that the detection 

performance of the scheme proposed in this paper is better than the other four schemes 

when the SNR changes. 

Figure 5 consider a more practical scenario, N is set to be 6 with one malicious user 

and one weak user suffering from deep shadowing. Figure 5 shows the relationship of dP  

and the average SNR for case 1 compared with cases 6-9 which don’t employ Stackelberg 

game. In the proposed scheme, the malicious user (SNR=-10dB) and the weak user 

(SNR=-25dB) being followers while the remaining four being leaders. The experimental 

result of the proposed scheme is compared with the ones of other four cases which don’t 

use the Stackelberg game.  

From Figure 5 we can see the detection performance of Stackelberg scheme is better 

than the other four cases because the appearance of the weak user affects the detection 

performance of the other four cases. Seen from the simulation result, the proposed scheme 

increases dP  by 14.17%, 17.88%, 29.04%, and 32.77% at SNR=-12dB compared to 

‘always yes’, 0.8tP  , 0.2tP  , and ‘always no’ case respectively. It is obvious that the 

detection performance of the scheme proposed here is better than the other four schemes 

when the SNR changes. Compared to Figure 4, proposed scheme achieves the significant 

improvement in Figure 5. This interesting result can be explained by the fact that in 

Figure 4 only one MU follows the leading SU’s movement, however, in Figure 5 there are 

two SUs (one MU and one weak user) following the decisions of leaders. As a result, the 

more following SUs follow the leaders’ movements, the better the detection performance 

is. 
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Figure 5. Relationship of dP  and SNR when there is One Malicious User and 

One User Suffering from Shadowing 

Figure 6 shows the ROC curves for case 1, case 4 and case 13. It is obviously obtained 

from Figure 6 that the performance of the detection performance degrades greatly even 

when there is only one MU or one weak user. In addition, it can be clearly seen from 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 that the proposed scheme adopting Stackelberg game can not only 

improve the detection performance when there is MU but also the weak user appearing in 

CRN. 
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Figure 6. ROC Curves for Different Schemes when there is a Weak User and 
MU 
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Figure 7. ROC Curves for Different Schemes when there is Only One MU 

Figure 7 compares the ROC curves for the proposed Stackelberg game with cases 1-4. 

From Figure 7, it is seen that, the proposed scheme can identify ‘PMU’, ‘always yes’ user 

and ‘always no’ user easily and the performance improves with the Stackelberg game. 

Comprehensive Figure 7 and Figure 4, we can seen ever there is only one MU the 

detection performance degrades in CSS, in addition, the detection performance of the 

proposed scheme is better than case 1-4 that don’t adopt Stackelberg game. This result 

can be explained by the fact that the identified MU follows the decision of leading SU. 

Figure 8 considers a more practical scene that there are more than one MU in CRN. In 

the proposed scheme, all of the MUs should be followers but not the leaders. Figure 8 

shows the ROC curves for case 1 and case 10-12. It is also seen from Figure 8, the 

proposed scheme can identify not only one PMU.  
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Figure 8. ROC Curves for Different Schemes when there are Different 
Number of MUs 
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5. Conclusions 

A Stackelberg game spectrum sensing scheme which can identify not only common 

MUs but also ‘PMU’ is proposed in this paper. In the scheme, we define d

f

P
P

 as the 

reliability ( R ) of SUs. The greater R  is, the better reception of the primary signal is and 

we identify malicious users through analyzing R of SUs where In addition, based on 

Stackelberg game SUs are considered as leaders or followers while MUs must be as 

followers. SUs are considered as leaders or followers while malicious users as followers. 

The simulation results show that this scheme can obtain a significant performance when 

SUs are suffering from malicious and weak channel conditions. Finally, in our future 

research we plan to extend this work for multiple PUs in CRN. 
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